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Assad’s ‘killing machine’ and
the Syrian ‘free fire zone’
Ed Blanche
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R

ight from the start of the
Syrian war, the Damascus regime has used deliberate, systematic and
overwhelming violence
to crush dissent. Initially, Syrians
staged peaceful pro-democracy
protests in March 2011, the “Arab
spring”, but the regime’s murderous response transformed the confrontation into a bloodbath in which
more than 240,000 people have
died, the vast majority of the deaths
caused by Bashar Assad’s killing
machine.
The regime uses indiscriminate
air strikes with witheringly destructive barrel bombs — factory-made
weapons fashioned from gas canisters, metal water tanks and the like,
and with explosives, shrapnel-like
metal shards and which often include incendiary materials — that
can sometimes take out whole city
blocks.
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The UN Security Council banned
the use of barrel bombs with Resolution 2139 in 2014, but the regime
continues to use them against
largely civilian targets, such as the
vegetable market in the Damascus
suburb of Douma on August 16th.
More than 100 civilians were killed
in a series of air raids on the market.
The regime also uses its stockpile of chemical weapons, one of
the largest in the world, and its vast
stocks of Russian-made missiles

and heavy artillery to pound rebel
areas. But one of the regime’s vilest tactics is as old as warfare itself:
starvation — besieging rebel-held
zones, mainly in urban areas and
cutting off food supplies, water and
electricity.
“Systematic deprivation of food,
shelter and medical care have taken
a toll as well,” said Jeffrey White, a
former US intelligence officer and
now an analyst with the Washington Institute for Near East Policy.
“Regime forces have besieged
rebel-held urban areas… They have
destroyed crops, livestock and bakeries and targeted medical facilities
in opposition areas,” he observed.
“Poisoning of water supplies has
also been reported. These activities
have produced famine and made
medical treatment difficult to come
by — all part of the regime’s plan to
reduce support for the opposition
and force population displacement
from rebel-held areas.”
The United Nations estimated
that more than 1 million people are
trapped in urban areas where international relief aid has been blocked
by regime forces. The situation is
so bad in Aleppo, where the regime
and rebels each hold parts of the
city, that activists say cats have become “fast- food”.
The regime’s strategy is brutally
effective because this makes rebelheld areas extremely difficult to
govern. This policy of collective
punishment aims to starve the civilian populace and turn them against
the rebels. It does, up to a point.
But in the end, the “Assad regime’s
sectarian strategy, collective punishment tactics and reliance on
Iran-backed militias, among other
factors, helps perpetuate ideal recruitment conditions for these
groups,” the Brussels-based International Crisis Group observed.
“By attacking ISIS while ignoring
the regime’s ongoing bombardment

of civilians, the US inadvertently
strengthens important aspects of
the Salafi-Jihadist narrative depicting the West as colluding with
Tehran and Damascus to subjugate
Sunnis…
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“As has become clear throughout
Syria, opposition elements cannot
build effective governance amid the
death and destruction caused by
aerial bombardment, particularly
given the regime’s tendency to target precisely those facilities necessary for that capacity to emerge.
“Diplomatic admonitions which
are not backed by concrete action
carry little weight with the regime’s
backers, and are unlikely to halt Assad’s use of air attacks as part of a
scorched-earth strategy and a way
to mete out collective punishment.”
White observed that a dominant
feature of the war has been the
steady escalation of regime firepower.
“From beatings, mass arrests and
small arms, Assad’s forces quickly
progressed to using tanks, infantry
fighting vehicles, anti-aircraft guns,
heavy mortars, field artillery, rockets, combat helicopters with barrel
bombs, fixed-wing aircraft with incendiary and fragmentation weapons and surface-to-surface missiles
and, finally, chemical weapons.
“This escalation has been accompanied by arrests, torture, field
executions and efforts to deprive…
entire communities of food, water
and medical services… Much of Syria has effectively become a free-fire
zone for regime forces.”
Mass killings and executions by jihadist groups have been well docu-

A Syrian man carries a wounded child following an air strike by
Syrian government forces in Douma, east of Damascus, in August.
mented and rebel forces have killed
large numbers of people, many with
their improvised “hell cannons”.
But the regime is far and away the
greatest killer in Syria.
It has also used chemical weapons several times, most lethally in
a sarin gas attack on the rebel-held
Damascus suburb of East Ghouta on

August 21, 2013, which killed about
1,500 people.
Under a deal brokered by Russia,
the regime was supposed to surrender its chemical weapons arsenal.
Significant stocks were handed over
to a UN-backed commission but
Western officials suspect Damascus
has a large inventory hidden.

Does Putin have a plan for Syria?
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U

S officials are
expressing concern
that Russia is
stepping up its
military involvement in Syria.
Specific instances they cite
include delivery of prefabricated
housing units and a portable air
traffic control station to a Syrian
airfield near Latakia, recent
Russian requests for military
overflights from neighbouring
countries and signs of greater
Russian loadings of ships bound
for Syria.
Some intelligence analysts,
according to the New York Times,
say Moscow is preparing to deploy
2,000-3,000 personnel to support
the transport of increased Russian
weapons supplies to Syrian forces
as well as Russian air strikes
against opponents of Syrian
President Bashar Assad.
Those opponents include not
just the Islamic State (ISIS), which
has been the target of Western air
strikes, but groups that US allies
Turkey, Saudi Arabia and Qatar
have been supporting. The
possibility that Russian forces
might target these latter groups
has heightened concerns in
Washington.
Moscow recently confirmed
that Russian military advisers

A Russian-backed
coalition that the Assad
regime dominates is not a
realistic solution

are in Syria, though it did not
specify what the mission might
be. Russian Foreign Ministry
spokeswoman Maria Zakharova
said: “We have always supplied
equipment to [Damascus] for their
struggle against terrorists. We are
supporting them, we were
supporting them and we will be
supporting them.”
Russian President Vladimir
Putin’s administration, however,
has a track record of downplaying
its military moves. It denied that
it sent its forces into Crimea in
early 2014 (though later admitted
that it did) and denied that
Russian forces intervened in
eastern Ukraine (admitting only to
“volunteers” from Russia going
there). Russian denials of
increased military support for
Assad, then, must be viewed
sceptically.
Yet the presence of Russian
military advisers in Syria and
Russian military support for the
Assad regime more generally
should not be seen as a sign of
growing Russian power and
influence in the Middle East but,
rather, of Russian desperation.
Moscow would not be bolstering
Assad if it did not see a growing
possibility that his regime might
lose control over even more of
Syria or collapse altogether.
Moscow’s aim in increasing
military assistance to Damascus
may be primarily defensive.
The problem for Moscow,
though, is that this effort may be
too little, too late. A few thousand
Russian military personnel flying
air strikes against Assad’s opponents and providing assistance to
regime forces may not be enough

to prevent the Assad regime from
losing further ground.
And it comes at a cost: Increased
Russian involvement may scuttle
Moscow’s seemingly successful
recent efforts to improve ties with
Sunni-led governments in the
Arab world.
Speaking during Saudi King
Salman bin Abdul-Aziz Al Saud’s
recent visit to Washington, Saudi
Foreign Minister Adel al-Jubeir
noted, if reports about an increasing Russian military presence are
true, “this would represent a
serious escalation and a very
dangerous escalation”.
Increased Russian presence in
Syria would also be a tempting
target for many of the Assad
regime’s opponents — especially
Chechens and others from the
North Caucasus fighting there
who see Moscow, rather than
Damascus, as their main enemy.
And unlike Georgia in 2008,
Crimea in 2014 and eastern
Ukraine today, a few thousand
Russian forces in Syria would not
enjoy an overwhelming military
advantage over their opponents.
Moscow may discover that
keeping the Assad regime in
power in Damascus — or even in
just the Alawite heartland along
Syria’s Mediterranean coast — will
require a much larger effort and,
with Russian forces committed in
eastern Ukraine, Putin likely
wishes to avoid a sustained
operation in Syria.
It is more probable that Putin
hopes to provide just enough
military support to keep the Assad
regime afloat to advance his diplomatic aim of convincing Sunni
Arabs, Turkey and the West that
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they should support Putin’s aim of
forming a coalition between the
Assad regime and non-ISIS
opposition forces.
In response to calls from the
West and the Middle East for
Assad to step down, Zakharova
raised a legitimate question:
“What is the West planning to do
right after? Do they have a magic
wand that will transform Syria
from civil war to economic
prosperity?”
But Moscow’s coalition plan has
serious flaws. First and foremost,
the Assad regime has been so
brutal and is so unpopular that
few, if any, of its opponents would
be willing to join a coalition with
it. In addition, its opponents are
rightfully sceptical that Assad
would actually share power with
them. Assad’s insistence on
remaining president and Russian
support for him to do so confirm
their concerns about this.
And finally, any opposition
group that joins a coalition with
Assad — even at Western urging, as
Putin appears to hope will be
forthcoming — would only
delegitimise itself and become a
target for other opposition groups,
including ISIS.
A Russian-backed coalition that
the Assad regime dominates is not
a realistic solution. While the West
has not come up with a workable
plan for resolving the conflict in
Syria, Russia has not either.
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